Applying Saddle Ties in your Structured Media™ Center

Leviton’s Saddle Ties Kit with VELCRO® Brand bulk roll keeps your Structured Media Center neat and tidy while maximizing space capacity. Saddle Ties help route and organize cables within the enclosure and can also be used to mount small items, such as a power strip or an Echo Dot. Additionally they can brace larger gear, alone or with the help of a shelf bracket. Saddle Ties work equally well in metal and plastic enclosures. They are strong and durable, and their flexible design enables them to fit in enclosures made by other manufacturers. Leviton Saddle Ties are sold as a kit with five saddle ties and a five-foot bulk roll of VELCRO® Soft Cinch Lite.

The following recommendations are best practices for installing Saddle Ties in your enclosure:

1. **Choose two holes in the enclosure where you want to strap down your cables, and then snap the plastic Saddle Tie in place.**
   The back wall of the enclosure is filled with holes. Each Saddle Tie has two hooks on the back. Choose two holes where you want to strap down your cables, and hook the back of the Saddle Tie in those two holes. (Note that you’re always going to place the Saddle Tie in the enclosure vertically, not horizontally.) Once the hooks are in place, rotate the Saddle Tie down and then push it in until it clicks into place.

2. **Place the VELCRO® Brand bulk material through the Saddle Tie — either vertically or horizontally — and wrap around your cables or active gear (such as routers or modems).**
   The VELCRO® Brand strip can be placed through the Saddle Tie either vertically or horizontally, depending on which orientation makes most sense. Placing the strip through the Saddle Tie horizontally would work well for cable that’s running downward or upward, whereas placing it vertically would work best for cable that’s running from left to right or right to left. Once the VELCRO® Brand strips are secured around your cables, clip excess and discard.

3. **To remove the Saddle Tie, grip in the middle, pull down and rotate.**
   If you want to remove the Saddle Tie, grip it in the middle where the Leviton logo is, pull it down and then rotate it. It will pop out.

To learn more and watch how to install Saddle Ties, visit [Leviton.com/CH/Videos](Leviton.com/CH/Videos).